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Abstract: Proton-exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are low-temperature fuel cells that have
excellent starting performance due to their low operating temperature, can respond quickly to
frequent load fluctuations, and can be manufactured in small packages. Unlike existing studies that
mainly used hydrogen as fuel for PEMFCs, in this study, methane is used as fuel for PEMFCs to
investigate its performance and economy. Methane is a major component of natural gas, which is
more economically competitive than hydrogen. In this study, methane gas is reformed by the steam
reforming method and is applied to the following five gas post-treatment systems: (a) Case 1—water–
gas shift only (WGS), (b) Case 2—partial oxidation reforming only (PROX), (c) Case 3—methanation
only, (d) Case 4—WGS + methanation, (e) Case 5—WGS + PROX. In the evaluation, the carbon
monoxide concentration in the gas did not exceed 10 ppm, and the methane component, which has a
very large greenhouse effect, was not regenerated in the post-treated exhaust gas. As a result, Case
5 (WGS and PROX) is the only case that satisfied both criteria. Therefore, we propose Case 5 as an
optimized post-treatment system for methane reforming gas in ship PEMFCs.

Keywords: fuel processing; methane reforming; post-treatment system; PEMFC; gas clean-up method

1. Introduction

As the use of fossil fuels increases worldwide, the emissions of air pollutants and
greenhouse gases generated during the combustion process also continue to increase.
Therefore, to protect air quality, regulations of pollutant emissions are being tightened
in many fields, including the shipping field. Various studies and experiments related to
shipping fuel cells are actively being conducted as one of several methods to meet the
standards required by the regulations. Research projects on existing ship fuel cells have
mainly used high-temperature fuel cells, such as molten-carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs) [1]
or solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) [2,3]. Ships such as the Viking Lady (liquified natural
gas with MCFCs) and Undine (SOFCs) of the Fellow Ship Project use these fuel cells. The
efficiency of high-temperature fuel cells can be improved through cogeneration using
waste heat, which has the advantage of low sensitivity to carbon monoxide (CO) compared
to low-temperature fuel cells [3,4]. However, SOFCs do not start easily because of their
high operating temperatures, and they respond poorly to load changes. Thus, they are
not appropriate to install in ships that dock frequently or ships that sail on the coast.
In contrast, proton-exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) have garnered interest as a
potential power source for ships in recent years because they start easily, operate at low
temperatures, respond quickly to frequent load fluctuations, and can be manufactured in a
small package, making it easy to place them in a narrow space. For example, Nemo H2
and ships of the Zemships project are equipped with PEMFCs as their power sources [1].
In addition, using a method of stacking modular PEMFCs, such as those to be installed
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in ZERO-V or SF-Breeze of Sandia National Laboratories, it will be possible to increase
the total capacity of PEMFCs for a given amount of available space [5]. However, the
aforementioned ZERO-V, SF-Breeze, Nemo H2, and ships of the Zemships project, which
are already in operation, use hydrogen fuel cells. In order to use hydrogen as fuel in ships,
a sufficient infrastructure to produce, store, and supply hydrogen needs to be secured.
However, because hydrogen has a low density and a low boiling point, a technique for
storing hydrogen in a high-pressure and low-temperature state is required to store and
transport it in large amounts. However, at this point, it is very costly to construct a
production, storage, and transportation facility for this purpose. Therefore, it is not very
economically competitive compared to other existing fuels. For now, natural gas is the
most suitable because it can be replaced with hydrogen once hydrogen is universalized as
a fuel. Natural gas is highly reliable in terms of storage and transport technology, and its
cost is reasonable because there is a well-established infrastructure for supplying natural
gas. Due to the problems of the high price of hydrogen and its infrastructure, it is difficult
to use hydrogen at this time. Therefore, in this study, unlike existing studies that mainly
used SOFC stacks for ships [1–3,6] and hydrogen fuel [5], PEMFCs with methane fuel are
used for ships. Methane is a raw material of PEMFC [7–13].

Methane can be converted into hydrogen by steam reforming (SR), partial oxidation
reforming (POX), autothermal reforming (ATR), or anaerobic digestion (AD) [6]. The
methods of SR [4,7,8,10,14–25], POX [7,8,18,23,26,27], and ATR [7–9,22,23,28,29] are used
extensively. Many ships use heavy oil to reduce costs. In order to use heavy oil as fuel oil,
it is essential to increase the temperature to lower the viscosity. Therefore, boilers for steam
production are essential in ships that use heavy oil to increase the temperature of heavy
oil. For this reason, if SR is applied to ships, the steam produced by boilers installed on
existing ships can be used, and SR is widely studied as a general and traditional method [8],
and the yield is the highest among several modification methods. Therefore, the steam
reforming method was adopted in this study because it is easy to produce water vapor with
the boiler on the ship, and steam reforming has the highest yield among several reforming
methods. In this study, the steam reforming method was adopted. The methane that has
passed through the reformer is converted into various types of gases, such as hydrogen,
water vapor, and CO. In the case of a fuel cell system using PEMFCs, the concentration
of CO in the gas that prevents poisoning of the platinum catalyst in the PEMFCs must
be maintained at 10 ppm or less, but the concentration of CO in the reformed gas that
has passed through the reformer exceeds 10 ppm. Therefore, a post-treatment system is
required to lower the concentration of CO to an acceptable standard. For my research,
a previous research work analyzed what treatment method was used as a method to
process the removal of CO. Representative chemical treatment methods include water–
gas shift (WGS), preference oxidation (PROX), and methanation, and previous papers
mentioned the use of the following combinations. In the case of Refs. [7,9,11,13,14,30], a
combination of water–gas shift (WGS) and preference oxidization (PROX) was applied; in
other studies [7,15,30–32], WGS and methanation reactor were used; in yet others, a physical
method, pressure swing adsorption (PSA), was mentioned [7,10]. In the case of Ref. [7], a
method for producing pure hydrogens, such as PSA, PROX, and methanation, including
WGS, was mentioned in a study on the production of hydrogen during steam reforming
of methane based on a membrane reactor. Ref. [9] compared the performance of a fuel
processor using WGS and PROX with a change in WGS position in the membrane unit to
provide an effective fuel processor for the methane autothermal reforming PEMFC system.
Ref. [11] studied glycerol steam reforming for optimum hydrogen production conditions
of low-temperature PEMFCs (LT-PEMFCs) and high-temperature PEMFCs (HT-PEMFCs),
and WGS and PROX were used together as a fuel processor for LT-PEMFCs. Ref. [13]
modeled a system that executes WGS and PROX with a methane autothermal simulation.
Ref. [33] modeled and tested the case of using WGS (second stage of high-temperature
WGS, or HTS; the first stage of low-temperature WGS, or LTS) and second-stage PROX as a
methane fuel processing system. Ref. [18] studied the CO removal effect depending on the
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PROX catalyst (Pt, Ru, Co, Fe) for PEMFCs. Ref. [33] studied a Ni catalyst to improve WGS
and methanation reaction for CO removal and mentioned that the methanation reaction
can replace PROX, which requires oxygen. Refs. [15,30,32] analyzed the case of using WGS
and a methanation reactor to purify methane-modified mixed gas. In Ref. [7], WGS and
PROX, PSA physical CO removal methods were used to remove CO. Ref. [10] collected a
hydrogen stream for a COx-free method using a Pd-based membrane reactor (MR).

As described above, the previous studies used only one or two methods for removing
CO in the reformed methane for simulation or experiment, and the rest of the methods were
only mentioned. Therefore, in this study, in addition to the fuel treatment methods (or post-
treatment systems) used in the previous studies, various combinations of post-treatment
methods are compared and analyzed to determine which fuel treatment system is suitable
for application in fuel-efficient PEMFC systems in ships. In this paper, five systems—(a)
WGS only, (b) methanation only, (c) PROX only, (d) WGS + methanation (e), and WGS +
PROX—are designed using Matlab Simulink and Thermolib [34]. Based on the results of
calculation and analysis of the composition and molar flow rate, the goal of the study is to
propose a PEMFC system for ships that uses fuel-efficient and optimal methane for PEMFC
systems as a power source.

2. Methodology
2.1. Modeling

A fuel cell system that uses non-hydrogen fuel utilizes the process presented in Figure 1.
First, the methane is supplied. Second, the methane is converted into hydrogen (the gas
production section). Third, the changed gas is purified in the gas post-treatment process
(the gas clean-up section), and finally, the purified gas is supplied to the fuel cell stack.
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Figure 1. Schematic of methane reforming PEMFC system.

Figure 2 shows the supply unit of methane gas to the gas clean-up section for the
reformed gas treatment. In the case of the gas clean-up section, the combination to be
applied in this study is shown in the figure.
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In this study, the system that was constructed is shown in Figure 2, and the research
was conducted using the method shown in Figure 3. The feed fuel was methane, and the
fuel cell stack contained PEMFCs. The SR method was used as the reform method, and
the methane and water vapor were supplied at a rate of S/C = 3.0 (S/C is the steam-to-
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carbon ratio). In this study, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, the calculated results obtained
by applying five different combinations of WGS, methanation, and PROX as the gas post-
treatment process are evaluated according to the following conditions: (1) whether the CO
concentration satisfies the standard and (2) whether the fuel cell system emphasizes fuel
efficiency (minimal greenhouse gas emissions). Considering these conditions, we propose
an optimized gas post-treatment system for PEMFCs in ships using methane fuel. For the
simulation, a reforming system and a post-treatment system were constructed using Matlab
Simulink and Thermolib [34].
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2.2. Reforming Methods

The reforming methods introduced in this study are as follows: (1) SR, (2) POX, and
(3) autothermal reforming (ATR). First, in the SR method, when the hydrocarbon fuel is
mixed with water vapor in the presence of a catalyst at a high temperature, an endothermic
reaction, as shown in the equation below, occurs [35].

CxHy + xH2O↔ xCO +

(
1
2

y + x
)

H2 ⇒ CO, CO2, H2, H2O (1)

For all reforming methods, except for the SR method, oxygen (O2) is required for
reforming; thus, the air is supplied. At this time, because nitrogen (N2), which comprises
79% of the air, is also supplied, the exhaust gas at the outlet side of the reformer is diluted
with nitrogen to lower the proportion of hydrogen in the outlet gas. On the other hand, the
SR method has the highest yield among several reforming methods because oxygen (O2)
produced by using moisture (H2O) is not required during the reaction. Second, in the case
of POX, a reforming method that uses a partial oxidation reaction of hydrocarbon fuel and
oxygen as an exothermic reaction to convert the fuel into a mixed gas of CO and hydrogen
proceeds under a catalytic reaction. It has the same reaction formula as Equation (2) [35]:

CxHy +
1
2

xO2 ↔ xCO +
1
2

yH2 (2)

Because oxygen is required for the reaction, the outlet gas is diluted with nitrogen,
which is supplied with oxygen from the air, giving it the lowest hydrogen yield of the three
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reforming methods. Lastly, the ATR combines SR, POX, and water–gas conversion. It has
the same reaction formula as Equation (3). The ATR method proceeds in the same reactor
and receives its heat supply for the endothermic steam reforming reaction and water–gas
conversion reaction through a partial oxidation reforming reaction. In the ATR, steam is
used as a reactant, and therefore, steam reforming is included. Partial oxidation reforming
is also used because less oxygen is used than the stoichiometric amount of oxygen [35]:

CxHy + xH2O +

(
x− 1

2
z
)

O2 ↔ xCO2 +

(
z +

1
2

y
)

H2 ⇒ CO, CO2, H2, H2O (3)

Because there is a boiler on the ship, it is easy to supply steam, giving SR the highest
yield among several reforming methods. In the case of steam reforming of methane,
both the reforming reaction of Equation (4) and the shift reaction of Equation (5) occur
simultaneously [35,36].

(1) Reforming Reaction

CH4 + H2O↔ CO + 3H2 (4)

(4H◦ = +206.4 kJ mol−1)

(2) Shift Reaction

H2O + CO↔ CO2 + H2 (5)

(4H◦ = −41.2 kJ mol−1)

Because the reforming reaction is an endothermic reaction, and the shift reaction
is a weak exothermic reaction, the overall reaction combining the two reactions is an
endothermic reaction.

Therefore, the heat source for the reforming reaction is supplied to the reformer
through the burner. Because the endothermic reaction of steam reforming occurs inside the
tube, a portion of the fuel is usually used to heat the tube. In the case of high-temperature
fuel cell systems, such as SOFCs and MCFCs, the reformer tube is also heated by using
the exhaust gas from the fuel cell stack outlet. A reforming system for a fuel cell aims to
reform a hydrocarbon-type fuel to produce a final product with the lowest impurities and
the highest hydrogen content. In the steam-reformed methane, CO is produced according
to the reforming equation. The platinum (Pt) catalyst in PEMFCs is vulnerable to CO
and causes poisoning. To prevent this, the CO concentration in the reformed gas must be
maintained at 10 ppm or less [35–38]. Because this study was conceived as a marine system,
the steam reforming method, for which it is easy to secure steam, was applied.

2.3. Post-Treatment System

There are three types of post-treatment systems applied in this study: (1) water–gas
shift reaction (WGS reaction), (2) selective methanation of CO, and (3) selective oxidation
of CO (or PROX). Hydrogen can be additionally generated through the secondary reaction
of CO discharged from the outlet of the reformer. This process is called the water–gas shift
reaction (WGS) [35]. WGS serves to increase the hydrogen yield in the reformed gas and
lower the CO yield by converting CO in the reformed gas to hydrogen and carbon dioxide
(CO2) through the reaction with water vapor. The CO yield is defined as the molar ratio of
CO to the reformed gas [35]:

yCO =
nCO

n
(6)

Here, nCO is the number of moles of CO in the reformed gas, and n is the total number
of moles of the reformed gas. The water–gas conversion reaction generally reduces the CO
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yield under the catalyst by 0.2~1.0% [36]. When water vapor and CO react in WGS, a weak
exothermic reaction occurs, as demonstrated by the following chemical formula:

CO + H2O(g) ↔ CO2 + H2 4H◦(25 ◦C) = −41.2 kJ mol−1 (7)

Because this is an exothermic reaction, the water–gas conversion reaction (according
to Le Chatelier’s law) increases the equilibrium in the direction of the reactant at high
temperatures, which increases CO and moisture but decreases the hydrogen yield. The
reaction has a high hydrogen yield at low temperature, but the reaction rate is high at a
high temperature. Thus, the water–gas converter is separated into two stages for a high
hydrogen yield and a fast reaction rate. These stages are called low-temperature WGS
(LTS) and high-temperature WGS (HTS); they use HTS to rapidly react at high temperature
and increase yield using LTS [36]. WGS utilizes LTS and HTS and increases the yield of
hydrogen at LTS (operating temperature 150–250 ◦C under the catalyst) and increases the
reaction rate at HTS (operating temperature 400–500 ◦C under the catalyst) [35].

The purpose of this study was to increase the hydrogen yield of WGS and to reduce
the yield of CO. Therefore, it was simulated using integrated WGS in the temperature
range of LTS. When the water–gas converter is used alone, it is difficult to satisfy the
conventional CO tolerance of 10 ppm or less, and thus, a process for removing CO is
required. There is a method using a chemical reaction and a method using physical
separation. In this study, the method for removing CO using a chemical reaction was
applied, not the pressure separation adsorption method or the physical separation method
using palladium membrane separation. The first chemical method for CO removal is the
use of selective methanation of CO (methanation). Because the reformed gas contains both
CO and CO2, when the gas reacts with hydrogen, the reactions described by the following
two formulae occur simultaneously in methanation [36]:

CO + 3H2 ↔ CH4 + H2O 4H◦(25 ◦C) = −206.1 kJ mol−1 (8)

CO2 + 4H2 ↔ CH4 + 2H2O 4H◦(25 ◦C) = −166.2 kJ mol−1. (9)

Therefore, because the amount of hydrogen consumed to remove CO was large, it was
usually used when the concentration of CO in the reforming gas was low. To remove 1 mol
of CO, 3 mols of hydrogen was consumed, and CO2 was also methanized by consuming
4 mols of hydrogen. Because this reaction does not require oxygen, there is no need
to supply air. However, a large amount of hydrogen is required to remove CO, and it
produces methane (a greenhouse gas) as a result of the reaction. Nevertheless, this is a
suitable method when the fraction of CO in the reformed gas is small [35].

Another method for removing CO is selective oxidation of CO (or PROX). The concen-
tration of CO can be reduced by converting CO to CO2 through a reaction with oxygen in
the air. The two response formulae are [35]

CO +
1
2

O2 ↔ CO2 4H◦(25 ◦C) = −284 kJ mol−1 (10)

H2 +
1
2

O2 ↔ H2O 4H◦(25 ◦C) = −286 kJ mol−1 (11)

Equation (10) reduces the yield of CO, but Equation (11) reduces the yield of hydrogen.
Thus, the catalyst can be used to promote the reaction of Equation (10) and suppress the
reaction of Equation (11). In addition, PROX requires a supply of air to be oxidized in order
to remove CO, and nitrogen flows in during this process to decrease the hydrogen yield.

The above reaction is influenced by selectivity and efficiency. Selectivity affects the
amount of total oxygen consumption required for CO removal, and efficiency affects the
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degree to which CO is oxidized and converted. During this process, hydrogen is also
oxidized, the degree of which is determined according to the following equation [35]:

η(1− S) (12)

where S is the selectivity, and η is the efficiency. Their values depend on the performance
of the catalyst or PROX and are affected by temperature.

3. Results
3.1. Reforming

For the simulation of the post-treatment system, a methane steam reforming system
was designed using Matlab Simulink and Thermolib [34]. The operating conditions of
the steam reforming system for calculating the reformed gas results are shown in Table 1.
At a pressure of 1 atm, 0.25 mol s−1 of methane and 0.75 mol s−1 of water vapor were
constantly supplied at S/C = 3.0. The supplied methane and steam were reformed at a
reformer operating temperature of 860 K. Table 1 shows the results obtained by simulating
and calculating the methane steam reforming system obtained based on these conditions
and designs.

Table 1. Results for the reformer outlet side.

Outlet Temp.
[K]

Molar flow [mol s−1] Molar Fraction

Outlet H2
Methane

Used CO H2 Methane H2O CO CO2

860.30 4.48 2.62416 0.73959 0.33418 0.58612 0.00188 0.24681 0.07464 0.09055

Based on this, we simulated five methane reforming gas post-treatment systems in
this study: (1) Case 1—WGS only, (2) Case 2—methanation only, (3) Case 3—PROX only,
(4) Case 4—WGS + methanation, (5) Case 5—WGS + PROX. The optimization system was
selected by comparing the gas composition ratio, and the molar flow rate was selected by
comparing the results before and after the simulation of the post-treatment system.

3.2. Post-Treatment System
3.2.1. Case 1: WGS Only

Matlab Simulink was used to construct the system, the schematic of which is shown in
Figure 4a. In Figure 4a, 1 meant the gas production section and 2 meant the gas clean-up
section. Figure 4 also shows a graph of the temperature dependence of the results for
the outlet of the WGS system. Figure 4b shows the molar flow, and Figure 4c shows the
molar fraction. As a result of increasing the temperature in 20 K increments from 420 K to
580 K, the WGS reaction increased the CO and moisture as the equilibrium tilted toward
the reactant at high temperatures. However, the hydrogen yield decreased; the lower the
temperature, the higher the hydrogen flow rate and fraction. In addition, the flow rate
and fraction of CO decreased. According to Le Chatelier’s law, when the pressure of the
system increases, the reaction occurs in the direction of the decreasing pressure. Therefore,
as the pressure of the supplied fuel and water vapor increased, the amount of hydrogen
production decreased. Therefore, the lower the pressure of the supplied fuel and water
vapor, the higher the outlet flow rate and the hydrogen flow rate. In order to be used for
PEMFCs, the molar fraction of CO in the outlet gas should not exceed 0.00001, but as shown
in Figure 4, WGS alone is not suitable for PEMFCs because of the molar concentration
of CO.
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3.2.2. Case 2: PROX Only

The second case is where PROX is applied as a reactor for removing CO through a
selective oxidation catalyst. Figure 5a shows a schematic diagram of the system in which
PROX is applied.

In this system, the change of selectivity and efficiency according to the temperature is
reflected using the look-up tables, which are shown in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2 shows the
efficiency value according to the PROX inlet temperature and the change in the CO molar
fraction. As the temperature increases, the efficiency of PROX increases, thereby decreasing
the molar fraction of CO on the outlet side of PROX.

Table 2. PROX efficiency according to inlet temperature.

Inlet Temp. [K] Value After Reformer CO
Fraction

After PROX
CO Fraction

323 0

0.074642219

0.063159

393 0.1 0.057105

403 0.5 0.054042

413 0.5 0.032221

423 0.9 0.006519

433 0.95 0.003263
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Table 3. PROX selectivity according to inlet temperature.

Inlet Temp.
[K] Value

After
Reformer H2

Fraction

After PROX
H2 Fraction

After
Reformer O2

Fraction

After PROX
O2 Fraction

After
Reformer

CO Fraction

After PROX
CO Fraction

323 0.9

0.5861222

0.511425

0.0321567

0.0019884

0.0746422

0.0032591

393 0.8 0.511114 0.0017801 0.0032598

403 0.75 0.510959 0.0016759 0.0032601

413 0.6 0.510492 0.0013631 0.0032611

423 0.45 0.510025 0.0010501 0.0032622

433 0.4 0.509870 0.0009457 0.0032625

Efficiency value = 0.95.

Table 3 shows the change in selectivity with temperature. As mentioned above,
selectivity affects the degree of total oxygen consumption required for CO removal. Thus,
the oxygen consumption rate increases as selectivity decreases. When S = 1, hydrogen is
not oxidized. Therefore, in order to minimize the consumption rate of hydrogen for good
output, the value of selectivity should be kept as close to 1 as possible.

Table 4 shows how the molar fraction of hydrogen changes according to Equation (12)
when the inlet temperature of PROX changes. The molar fraction of hydrogen depends
on selectivity and efficiency. Furthermore, as the inlet temperature of PROX increases, the
value of selectivity decreases, and the value of efficiency increases.

Table 4. Fraction of hydrogen according to η(1 − S).

Inlet Temp. [K] Selectivity
Value Efficiency Value After Reformer

H2 Fraction
After PROX
H2 Fraction

323 0.9 0

0.586122238

0.49638

393 0.8 0.1 0.49707

403 0.75 0.5 0.497182

413 0.6 0.5 0.499353

423 0.45 0.9 0.508082

433 0.4 0.95 0.50987

Figure 5b graphically shows the calculation results of the gas flow rate and distribution
at the outlet side according to the PROX inlet temperature, to which the selectivity and
efficiency values shown in Table 4 were applied. Figure 5(c1,c2) show the temperature
dependence of the results. Figure 5a is the value of the molar flow rate, and Figure 5b is the
value of the molar fraction. Depending on the value of efficiency, the molar flow rate and
the molar fraction of CO processed through PROX are different. The efficiency increased as
the temperature increased, but it had a constant efficiency value above 433 K. Calculating
the efficiency of 99.9%, assuming PROX with ideal efficiency, the fraction of CO could drop
to 0.002, but it did not satisfy 10 ppm. In addition, when PROX was used, the reaction of
oxidizing CO and oxidizing hydrogen occurred simultaneously, and the air for oxidizing
them was additionally supplied. Therefore, the molar fraction of hydrogen was smaller
than when using WGS alone. The molar fraction of CO sharply decreased from 350 K to 390
K at the inlet temperature but exceeded 0.00001. Thus, the gas that had been post-treated
with reformed gas only was not suitable for PEMFCs. The PROX used in this calculation
was based on a typical degree of efficiency and selectivity, and the degree of oxidation and
hydrogen oxidation of CO may vary according to the efficiency and selectivity, depending
on the inlet temperature or its own performance.
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3.2.3. Case 3: Methanation Only

The third case is where a methanation reactor is installed to remove CO through
selective CO methanation. Figure 6a shows the schematic of the system in which PROX is
applied as a gas post-treatment. Figure 6 also shows the results calculated by passing the
methanation reactor through a gas post-treatment. Figure 6b is the molar flow rate, and
Figure 6c shows the calculation result for the molar fraction. When comparing the hydrogen
flow rate and the molar fraction, it was confirmed by numerical value that the hydrogen
yield was significantly lower than that when using WGS or PROX alone. When using WGS
or PROX, the hydrogen flow exceeded 2.0 mol s−1, whereas in the case of methanation
alone, it did not reach 2.0 mol s−1. In addition to this, even when the operating temperature
was increased, the hydrogen yield did not increase significantly, and the molar fraction
of CO exceeded 10 ppm when it was 590 K or more, which did not satisfy the standard.
Accordingly, the methanation reactor was effective in removing a small amount of CO, and
the lower the operating temperature, the lower the molar fraction of CO. If the methanation
reactor was used alone, the concentration of CO may have been below the standard, but the
sole use of the methanation reactor was not appropriate because the hydrogen consumption
rate for removing CO was high, and the hydrogen yield was significantly lower.
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3.2.4. Case 4: WGS + Methanation

Case 4 and Case 5 were calculated by combining two types of post-treatment (WGS and
methanation), and additional post-treatment systems were installed based on WGS. Figure 7
displays the setup for Case 4; the system simultaneously applies WGS and methanation,
and an additional methanation reactor is installed in WGS. Table 5 shows the results of the
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gas passing through the WGS reactor. As shown in Table 5, when only WGS is applied, the
molar fraction of CO is 0.003. Thus, to lower it below 0.00001, a methanation reactor was
added as the next step of WGS. Table 6 shows the results when the WGS and methanation
reactor are applied simultaneously. The results indicate that the molar fraction of CO was
greatly reduced and dropped to zero. The molar fraction of hydrogen was also excellent
in terms of output, with a high value significantly exceeding 2.0 mol s−1. This is much
higher than that of Case 3, which applied only the methanation reactor alone. Through the
water–gas conversion reaction of WGS, the hydrogen flow rate, which was 2.6 mol s−1 at
the outlet side of the reformer, was increased to 2.9 mol s−1. Furthermore, the CO tolerance
standard of 10 ppm or less was met through the methanation reactor, and methane was
produced. The greenhouse effect of one molecule of methane is 21 times that of CO2, and it
is also an air pollutant. Therefore, it was not suitable as a fuel cell system that values fuel
efficiency and minimizes pollution, making it necessary to reconsider the application of the
methanation reactor.
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Table 5. Results for WGS outlet side.

Outlet Temp.
[K]

Molar Flow [mol s−1] Molar Fraction

Outlet H2 Methane CO H2 Methane H2O CO CO2

480.68 4.480 2.947 0.008 0.013 0.658 0.002 0.175 0.003 0.162

Table 6. Results for (WGS + methanation reactor) outlet side.

Outlet Temp.
[K]

Molar Flow [mol s−1] Molar Fraction

Outlet H2 Methane CO H2 Methane H2O CO CO2

499.75 4.453 2.906 0.022 0 0.653 0.005 0.179 0 0.163

3.2.5. Case 5: WGS + PROX

Figure 8 demonstrates Case 5, showing a system that installed additional PROX on
WGS. The results shown in Table 7 demonstrate that by installing PROX, the hydrogen yield
is increased, and the concentration of CO is further reduced through WGS. When the WGS
and PROX reactors were applied at the same time, the hydrogen flow rate was increased
by the water–gas conversion reaction of WGS at the outlet side of the reformer, and the
CO concentration of the PEMFCs dropped below the reference value by oxidizing and
removing CO from PROX. As mentioned before, the amount of oxygen and the conversion
required for the oxidation reaction of CO are affected by selectivity (S) and efficiency (η).
These variables change the performance of PROX, depending on the temperature, catalyst,
or material at the inlet side of PROX. The flow of hydrogen and CO at the outlet side of
PROX may be changed due to their influence.
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Table 7. Results for (WGS + PROX reactor) outlet side.

Outlet Temp.
[K]

Molar Flow [mol s−1] Molar Fraction

Outlet H2 Methane CO H2 Methane H2O CO CO2 O2 N2

443.57 5.566 2.642 0.008 4.05 × 10−5 0.475 0.002 0.196 7.27 × 10−6 0.133 0.018 0.177

3.3. Results Analysis

Table 8 shows the results of the calculation of the molar flow rate and molar fraction
at the outlet side of each post-treatment system according to the components.

Table 8. Overall results.

Molar Flow [mol s−1] Molar Fraction

Outlet H2 Methane CO H2 Methane H2O CO CO2 O2 N2

WGS
(Case 1) 4.480 2.947 0.008 0.013 0.658 0.002 0.175 0.003 0.162 - -

PROX
(Case 2) 5.838 2.419 0.008 0.017 0.414 0.001 0.225 0.003 0.124 0.013 0.219

Methanation
(Case 3) 3.811 1.623 0.343 0 0.426 0.090 0.378 0 0.106 - -

WGS +
Methanation

(Case 4)
4.453 2.906 0.022 0 0.653 0.005 0.179 0 0.163 - -

WGS +
PROX

(Case 5)
5.566 2.642 0.008 4.05 × 10−5 0.475 0.002 0.196 7.27 × 10−6 0.133 0.018 0.177

To prevent the poisoning of the platinum catalyst in the PEMFCs, the concentration
of CO in the reformed gas that has passed through the post-treatment system should not
exceed 10 ppm. In addition, the fuel cells are fuel-efficient power sources that produce
minimal emissions, and the systems for fuel cells should not support an increase in air
pollutants. Although there are various types of greenhouse gases, the greenhouse effect
of one molecule of methane is 21 times that of one molecule of CO2. Therefore, methane
regenerated as a result of a post-treatment system would defeat the purpose of the system.
In the case of CO2, another greenhouse gas, as shown in Table 8, the ratio of CO2 in the
exhaust gas is 0.163 at the maximum and 0.106 at the minimum. The difference between the
five cases is small, but in the case of methane, the difference in the molar fraction is from the
maximum of 0.09 to the minimum of 0.001. As it shows a large difference of about 90 times,
the effect of methane is considered to be greater in terms of both the greenhouse effect and
the ratio, so only methane excluding CO2 was evaluated in the eco-friendliness evaluation.

Table 9 compares the results of each post-treatment system in terms of two evaluation
factors: whether it satisfies the standard concentration of CO and eco-friendliness. If
methane is regenerated, the system is considered not to be environmentally friendly.
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Table 9. Scores for each case.

Type of Post-Treatment
System

Satisfaction of CO Standard
Concentration (≤10 ppm)

Eco-Friendly
(Methane Regeneration)

WGS
(Case 1) Bad Good

PROX
(Case 2) Bad Good

Methanation
(Case 3) Good Bad

WGS + Methanation
(Case 4) Good Bad

WGS + PROX
(Case 5) Good Good

The post-treatment system combining WGS + PROX is the most desirable because it is
the only post-treatment system that satisfies the reference concentration of CO and does
not produce methane, a greenhouse gas, as a result of the reaction.

4. Discussion

This study aimed to find the most optimized methane gas treatment system by utilizing
a methane reforming PEMFC system with marine fuel cell systems. The current systems
discharge methane, which has a high impact on global warming, through a gas treatment
system and maintain as much of the hydrogen generated during the reforming process
as possible. As a result of the calculations using Matlab Simulink, it was concluded that
Case 5 (WGS + PROX) is the most appropriate in the scope of this study. However, if the
results of only the hydrogen aspect are observed, the program calculation results show
that Case 4 (WGS + methanation) has a greater molar amount of hydrogen than Case 5
(WGS + PROX). Therefore, Case 4 (WGS + methanation) can be a more optimal method
in some cases. However, at present, the limiting criteria for methane emissions are not
clear, and thus, we concluded that Case 5 (WGS + PROX) is a more optimized system than
Case 4 (WGS + methanation), which regenerates and discharges methane. The results of an
experiment with the same specimen are necessary, and in the case of the empirical study, it
seems necessary to apply both low temperature and high temperature to the case of WGS to
model and apply it to suit the system. In addition, because this study conceived a methane
reforming PEMFC system limited to a marine fuel cell system, only the case of SR reforming
was dealt with in consideration of ships with abundant water vapor supply. However,
in future studies, it would be better to add a study comparing the calculated results by
applying both the ATR method and the POX method to reforming methane, as well as the
SR method. It would be better if research were conducted in parallel. Additionally, in this
study, the environmental performance was evaluated based on methane emissions, which
has the greatest greenhouse effect among the greenhouse gases that cause global warming.
It is necessary to consider more types of reference substances.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a method of applying PEMFCs as a power source for ships was proposed.
The goal was to propose an optimized gas treatment method by comparing the simulated
calculation results of passing the reformed gas through a post-treatment system, for which
five designs were simulated using Matlab Simulink. At a pressure of 1 atm, 0.25 mol s−1 of
methane and 0.75 mol s−1 of water vapor were constantly supplied at S/C = 3.0. Methane
gas was reformed and supplied to the gas treatment system under constant conditions of
860 K. The five cases were: Case 1—WGS only, Case 2—PROX only, Case 3—methanation
only, Case 4—WGS + methanation, and Case 5—WGS + PROX. Each of the five gas
handlers passed through the calculation result in the supply gas to prevent the Pt poisoning
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phenomenon in the PEMFCs. Each system was evaluated for its eco-friendliness based on
whether or not the CO concentration was less than 10 ppm and whether methane gas was
regenerated. As a result of evaluating the systems according to the standard evaluation
factors (CO concentration, system eco-friendliness), Case 5 (WGS + PROX) was the only
one to satisfy both criteria. Therefore, we propose Case 5 (WGS + PROX) as an optimized
post-treatment method for gas. However, for Case 4 (WGS + methanation), if the amount
of methane generated as a result of applying Case 4 does not exceed the allowable value,
it may be considered suitable as a PEMFC system. However, at present, there is no clear
emission standard regarding methane emission. Case 4 may also be suitable for PEMFC
systems, provided there is a device that transports the recovered methane back to the feed
gas section. However, in this study, only the suitability was judged by analyzing only
the gas component of the exhaust gas because the device was not applied to the research
content. Therefore, we conclude that Case 5 (WGS + PROX) is the most suitable reformed
gas post-treatment system for ship methane fuel reforming PEMFCs.
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